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Chapters 1–17: Hebrew 1 Summary 
 The full study guide (+ paradigms and vocabulary) is everything that you need to know. 

 This summary is just the most important things that I think are most likely to be forgotten. 

 In addition to this study guide, you should practice: 

o Writing the QP, QI, QPwc, and QIwc strong-verb paradigms using the sheets on the website. 

o Translating all of the vocabulary in the vocabulary document on the website, including the pronouns, 

irregular plurals, pronominal suffixes, etc. 

o Parsing verbs and translating sentences using the workbook or handouts on the website. 


In what 3 ways do gutturals often change the 

spelling of a word? 

 Reject Dagesh Forte 

o (maybe compensatory lengthening) 

 Take Hateph Vowels instead of Vocal Shewa 

 Often switch vowels to Pathach 


List the consonants that often lose Dagesh Forte 

when they have a Shewa 

 SQiN ‘eM LeVY 

 S = ס צ ׁש ׂש 

 Q = ק 

 N = נ 
 M = מ 

 L = ל 

 V = ו 
 Y = י 


Write, name, and transliterate the long vowels 

that aren’t vowel letters.   ָ  Qamets ā   ֵ  Tsere ē   ֹ  Holem ō 


Write, name, and transliterate the short vowels 

that aren’t vowel letters. 

  ַ  Pathach a   ֶ  Seghol e   ִ  Hireq i 

  ָ  Qamets Hatuf o   ֻ  Qibbuts u 


Write, name, and transliterate the reduced 

vowels. 

  ֲ  Hateph Pathach ă   ֱ  Hateph Seghol ĕ 

  ֳ  Hateph Qamets Hatuf ŏ   ְ  Vocal Shewa ə 

 Rewrite defective vowels   ֹ ,   ֻ , and   ִ  as plene   ֹ    ֹו    ֻ    ּו    ִ    י ִ  

 A Dagesh is a Dagesh Forte if and only if …  It is preceded by a vowel that is not Shewa. 

 Where is Dagesh Forte lost? (in general) 

 Guttural or Resh 

 SQiN ‘eM LeVY with Shewa (never compensatory lengthening) 

 Last consonant of a word and lacking a vowel 

 When is a Shewa a Silent Shewa? 

 after a short or accented long vowel without 

metheg (if not under Dagesh Forte) 

 before another Shewa 

 at the end of a word 

 When is a Shewa a Vocal Shewa? 

 at the beginning of a word 

 under a Dagesh Forte  

 after a vowel with Metheg 

 after an unaccented long vowel 

 after another Shewa (if not at the end of a word) 


If Qamets   ָ  is due to compensatory 

lengthening, what was it before it lengthened? 
 Pathach   ַ    ַ     ָ  
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If Tsere   ֵ  is due to compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before it lengthened? 
 Hireq   ִ    ִ     ֵ  


If Holem   ֹ  is due to compensatory lengthening, 

what was it before it lengthened? 
 Qibbuts   ֻ    ֻ     ֹ  


For a noun with an inseparable preposition, with 

what spellings is there NOT an article on the 

noun? 

 No article if the vowel under the preposition: 

o is Shewa.  E.g.,  ְלְ  , כְ  , ב 

o can be explained by the Rule of Shewa 

E.g.,   ְִב or  ֲ ַב or  ֱ ֶב or  ֳ ָב 

 In what ways are adjectives used? 

 Attributive: “the good book” 

 Predicate: “the book is good” 

 Substantive: “the good, the bad, and the ugly” 

 State the mnemonic for attributive adjectives.  Attributive After and its Article Agrees 


Explain the mnemonic for 

attributive adjectives. 

 After – An attributive adjective is always after the 

noun that it modifies. 

 Article Agrees – An attributive adjective agrees 

with its noun with regard to definiteness. 

o Definite noun  article on adjective 

o Indefinite noun  NO article on adjective 

 State the mnemonic for predicate adjectives.  Predicate dePrived 

 Explain the mnemonic for predicate adjectives.  A predicate adjective never has the article 

 What is the suffix  ה ָ ? 
 If accented  FS ending 

 If unaccented  Directional ending 


What part of a clause are the independent 

personal pronouns? 
 Always the subject. 

 When is ה prefixed to a word the article? 

 If not on the 1st word of its clause 

 If spelled   ַּה or  ָה 

 Maybe if spelled  ַה or  ֶה (could be the interrogative) 


When is ה prefixed to the first word of a clause 

the interrogative? 

 If not on a noun or adjective 

 If spelled  ֲה 

 Maybe if spelled  ַה or  ֶה (could be the article) 

 What does a demonstrative adjective do? 
 It modifies a noun like an attributive adjective 

(e.g., “this book”) 


State the mnemonic for 

demonstrative adjectives 
 Demonstrative Adjective After,  Always Article 


Explain the mnemonic for 

demonstrative adjectives 

 After – A demonstrative adjective is always after 

the noun that it modifies and after the other 

adjectives 

 Always Article – A demonstrative adjective 

always has the article 

 What does a demonstrative pronoun do? 
 It substitutes for a noun 

(e.g., “This is the book.”) 


State the mnemonic for 

demonstrative pronouns 
 Demonstrative Pronoun 

Perpetually dePrived of the article 
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Explain the mnemonic for 

demonstrative pronouns. 
 Perpetually Deprived  – A demonstrative 

pronoun always lacks the article 


What is the meaning of a suffix on the definite 

direct object marker? (ֵאת) 
 It is the direct object (e.g., ‘David saw it.’) 


In addition to memorizing the paradigm, how 

can you recognize if a pronominal suffix is type 

1 or type 2? 

 Type 2 always begins with vowel + Hireq, 

but never Hireq Hireq. 

 Type 1 never has Hireq (except Hireq Hireq). 


What is the significance of the type of a 

pronominal suffix (type 1 vs. type 2)? 

 On a noun: 

o Type 1 indicates a singular noun  

o Type 2 indicates a plural (or dual) noun 

 On a preposition or the definite direct object 

marker, the type of the pronominal suffix has no 

meaning. 

 When is ה a consonant? When is it a vowel? 

 When not the last letter of a word, ה is always a 

consonant. 

 As the last letter of a word, ה is always a vowel 

letter unless it is marked with a Mappiq ּה 

 What is the dot in ּה? 

 A Mappiq. When the consonant ה is the last 

letter of a word, a Mappiq is put in it ּה to indicate 

that the ה is a consonant, not a vowel letter. 

 Parse and translate ָכ֫מֹוִני 

  ְ1+כcs ‘like me’ 

 [For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,   ְכ  

 [ָכ֫מֹו

 Parse and translate ִמְמָך 

 2+ִמןms ‘from you’ (ms) 

 [For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,  ִמן  

 [ִממ

 Parse and translate ּנּו  ִמֶמ֫

 ִמן+(3ms/1cp) ‘from him/it/us’ 

 [For singular & 1cp pronominal suffixes,  ִמן  

 [ִממ

 [The  ּנּו ֶ֫  pronominal suffix is 3ms or 1cp] 

 Parse and translate ִאִתי and ֹאִתי 

 ִאִתי ‘with me’ 

 ֹאִתי ‘me’ 

 [Hireq under Aleph in את indicates ‘with’] 

 Parse and translate ִעמֹו and ַעמֹו 

 ִעמֹו ‘with him/it’ 

 ַעמֹו ‘his people’ 

 [Hireq under Ayin in עם indicates ‘with’] 

 Parse and translate ֵאִלי and ֵאַלי 

 ֵאִלי ‘my God’ 

 ֵאַלי ‘to me’ 

 [ֵאִלי ‘my God’ is the only form of ֵאל ‘god’ with 

a pronominal suffix. Anything else is ֶאל ‘to’] 

 [ינּו  [ֵאל not ֱאֹלִהים our God’, etc., uses‘ ֱאֹלֵה֫
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 What marks a word as definite? 

A word is definite if and only if it: 

 has the definite article (‘the’) 

 is a proper noun 

 has a pronominal suffix 

 is in construct chain whose last word is definite 


What indicates that a noun is NOT in the 

construct state? 

 Article 

 Pronominal suffix 

 Long vowel not a vowel letter or accented penult 

 Diphthong   ִי ַ֫  or   ֶו ָ֫  

 Ending  ה ָ  or  ים ִ  or  ה ֶ  

 Where in a verb is VS ? 
 VS is the vowel in front of R3 

o It is V2 for most verbs 

o It is V1 if R2 is missing (geminate or bicons) 


Where are finite verbs accented? 

List the general rule and its exceptions. 

Finite verbs accent VS unless: 

 VS is reduced 

 Heavy sufformative (Perfect 2mp or 2fp) 

 Pwc2ms or Pwc1cs 

 Some Iwc weak verb forms accent VP 

 Pronominal suffix 

 VS is not on the last 2 syllables 


What goes before a finite verb sufformative? 

List the general rule and its exceptions. 

Shewa before a finite verb sufformative except: 

 2G takes Hateph Vowel [e.g., ָבֲח֫רּו] 

 Irreducible long vowel stays [e.g.,  ָית  [ָבִנ֫

 V1 of the QP stays [e.g., מּו  [ָק֫

 3א quiesces [e.g.,  ָָׁשַמאת] 


How are stative verbs spelled differently in the 

Qal Perfect? Where else is their spelling 

different? 

 In the QP, VS may be  ֵ  or  ֹ  (instead of  ַ ) 

 In the QI, VS is  ַ  (instead of  ֹ ) 


If you lost a root consonant in the QP first or 

second person, how can you tell what was lost? 

 If V1 is accented, it is biconsonantal or geminate 

 Look at what is right before the sufformative: 

o vowel+Hireq ( י  ִ )  3ה 

o  ֹו ּ   Geminate 

o   ְ   Biconsonantal 

o  ת ַ   3ת or 3נ (ת is the sufformative) 

o  ּנּו ַ   3נ in the 1cp 


If you lost a root consonant in the QP 3rd person, 

how can you tell what was lost? 

 Geminates have Dagesh Forte in R3 

 Biconsonantals accent V1 (= VS for those verbs) 

 3ה verbs accent V2 as usual (= VS for most verbs) 

 What is V2 of 3ה verbs? 

  ה ָ  if no sufformative in Perfect [e.g., ָבָנ֫ה] 

  ה ֶ  if no sufformative in Imperfect [e.g., ה  [ִיְבֶנ֫
 The sufformative vowel if the sufformative begins 

with a vowel [e.g., ָב֫נּו] 

 Vowel + Yod if the sufformative begins with a 

consonant [e.g.,  ָית  [ָבִנ֫
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If the verb begins  ֱ ֶי or  ֲ ַי , how do you change 

it back to the strong-verb paradigm, and why? 

 Pretend that  ֱ ֶי and  ֲ ַי are due to the rule of 

Shewa, so they would be   ְִי for strong verbs. 


What distinguishes the ‘Angry Baker’ verbs 

from other 1א verbs in the QI? 

 VP =  ֹ  (preformative vowel) 

 1א quiesces 

 QI1cs 1א disappears: אֹא     ֹא   


In which verb forms do biconsonantal verbs 

keep their lexical vowel? 

 Qal Imperfect 

 [Qal Imperative ch 18] 

 [Qal Infinitive Construct ch 20] 

 What is the key spelling feature of geminate verbs?  R2 often assimilates to a Dagesh Forte in R3 


When a geminate verb loses R2, 

what else happens? 

 The VS vowel and its accent move to V1 

 Add ֹו or  י ֶ  before a consonantal sufformative 

 E.g., ם יָנה ,ַסבֹוֶת֫  ָתֻסֶב֫


What strange thing sometimes happens to 

geminates in the QI when R2 is lost? 
 There is sometimes a Dagesh Forte in R1 

instead of or in addition to the Dagesh Forte in R3 

 How are 1Yod verbs weak in the QI? 

 1Yod always lost in the QI 

 VP =  ֵ  or י ִ 

 VS =  ֵ  (or  ַ  if stative) 

 How are 1Nun verbs weak in the QI? 

1Nun assimilates to Dagesh Forte 

 Doesn’t happen if 2GR 

 SQiN eM LeVY with Shewa drops Dagesh Forte 

 What is strange about הלך in the QI?  It acts like 1Yod in the QI, 

with VP =  ֵ  and VS =  ֵ  

 What is strange about לקח in the QI? 
 It acts like 1Nun in the QI, assimilating ל to 

Dagesh Forte in the ּק, so ** חִיְלקַ֫     ַ֫חִיּק  

 What is strange about יכל in the QI? 
 Lose 1Yod as usual, but get VP = ּו 
 E.g., יכל QI3ms = יּוַכל 

 How is Waw spelled on P+ו or I+ו ? 

 The same as usual: 

o  ְו normally 

o ּו before פ ,מ ,ב, or Shewa 

o The corresponding short vowel before a 

Hateph vowel:  ֲ ַו   and    ֱ ֶו    and     ֳ ָו 

 How is Waw spelled on Iwc ? 
 Like it swallowed an article 

o   ַּו , where   is the imperfect preformative. 

o  ָו in the 1cs, since א rejects the Dagesh 

 Parse and translate ָבָנ֫ה  בנה QP3ms ‘he built’ [Accent VS so lost R3] 

 Parse and translate   הָב ְנָת֫   בנה QP3fs ‘she built’ [P3ms stole  ה ָ  ending] 

 Parse and translate ית   QP2fs ‘you built’ [see בנה  ָבִנ֫

 Parse and translate ָב֫נּו  בנה QP3cp ‘they built’ 

 Parse and translate מּו  ’QP3cp ‘they rose קּום  ָק֫
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 Parse ִיְקְט֫לּון and ִתְקְט֫לּון 
 קטל = ִיְקְט֫לּון QI3mp + paragogic nun 

 קטל = ִתְקְט֫לּון QI2mp + paragogic nun 

 Parse and translate ל  ’QI3ms ‘he will eat אכל  יֹאַכ֫

 Parse and translate ל  QI1cs ‘I will eat’ (explained by ) אכל  ֹאַכ֫

 Parse and translate ל  ְוָקַט֫
 קטל QPwc3ms ‘and he will kill’ [usually] 

 קטל QP3ms+ו ‘and he killed’ [rare] 

 Parse and translate ל  ’QIwc3ms ‘and he killed קטל  ַוִיְקֹט֫

 Parse, translate, & explain the function of ְוָהָי֫ה 
 היה QPwc3ms 

 Usually untranslated [rarely ‘and it will be’] 

 It usually begins a future narrative. 

 Parse, translate, and explain the function of י  ַוְיִה֫
 היה QIwc3ms 

 Usually untranslated [rarely ‘and it was’] 

 It usually begins a past narrative. 

 Parse and translate אֶמר ֹ֫  ’QIwc3ms ‘and he said אמר  ַוי
 

Indicate the gender & number of the following noun endings. Write the state (absolute or construct) if certain. 

None  ה ֶ ה   ֵ ה   ָ ת   ַ ת   ֶ ית   ִ ִים  ּות  ַ֫ ִיםָ    ַת֫ ים   ִ י   ֵ  ֹות 
ms 

 

(rare 

fs) 

ms 

abs 

ms 

const 

fs 

abs 

fs 

(usu.const) 

fs fs fs md abs 

 

(rare 

fd.abs) 

fd abs mp abs 

 

(rare 

fp.abs) 

mp const 

 

(rare 

fp.const, 

md.const, or 

fd.const) 

fp 

 

(rare 

mp) 

 

If a Qal Imperfect begins as follows (י is יתאנ), what weak verb type is it? Does it lose a root consonant? 

 ַי ֲ  ֶי ֱ  יֹא יְ  יָ  יּו יֵ  ִיי ִיּ   ִיְ  

strong, 

2G, 

3G 

1Nun, 

 ,לקח

geminate 

1Yod 

1Yod, 

 ,הלך

geminate 

 ,bicons יכל

geminate 

bicons, 

geminate 

 

(either FP or with 

pronominal suffix) 

Angry 

Baker 

 א1
1G 1G 

 ה3

Lost 
Lost Lost Lost Lost Lost Lost 

 א1

lost in 

1cs 
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